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A. About This Manual

In order to persuade people and promote progressive change, you must communicate effectively. When it comes to 
politics and issue advocacy, effective communication usually involves the media.

This manual is intended to give you a basic overview of proven, effective communications tactics and strategies, 
including media relations strategies that you can use to build support for progressive policies and causes. After 
reading this manual, you should have the knowledge you need to craft and implement a communications plan. You 
will also be able to take specific communications tactics from this manual and use them on a piecemeal, as-needed 
basis.

The most important part of any communications effort is the message, and messaging is a key focus of this manual. 
The message is a clear, concise summary of the rationale for your position. The best messages are usually no more 
than a few sentences long, and they are employed and expanded on at every opportunity —in posters and written 
materials, in conversations with activists, in interviews with members of the media, with online contacts, and 
elsewhere.

Here is a more specific overview of what you will find in this manual:

Sections B and C pose two key questions you should consider before developing your message. First, what are 
your goals? And second, what are your target audiences?

Developing your message is the focus of Sections D and E.

Section F goes over how to put together a media plan.

Specific tactics that you can use while implementing a media plan are the subject of Sections G, H, I, J, K, L 
and M.

The various appendices at the end of this manual contain tips and samples of effective communications tools: 
press release, media advisory, letter-to-the-editor, talking points and op-ed.

Remember that while this document gives you tools to get started, those who work with the media almost inevitably 
run into unanticipated challenges. The People For the American Way Foundation communications staff is on hand 
to assist you if you have questions or would like advice. You can call us at 202-467-4999 (ask for someone in the 
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communications department and identify yourself as a YP4 fellow). 

B. Starting Out and Setting Goals
Before developing a message and making a communications plan, you need to know what you are trying to 
accomplish. Be specific, and lay out achievable goals with clear measures for success. Do the best you can to make 
sure that all members of your organization or coalition have the same understanding of your goals. Your message 
should reflect and your media plan should include the goals you plan to achieve. They, and you, should be able to 
answer the following two questions:

a. What do we want to accomplish?
b. What constitutes success?

EXAMPLE: Setting Goals and Measuring Success

Let’s suppose that you’re fighting for a living wage bill 
in the state legislature.  Your goal and your ultimate 
measure of success are the same:  getting the bill 
passed and signed into law.  Along the way, you may 
set intermediate goals -- such as getting a favorable 
editorial in an influential newspaper, building a coalition 
of allies, or signing up legislators who endorse the bill.  
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 C. Defining Targets

Once your goals are clear, it’s time to start determining how you can achieve them. A good first step from a 
communications perspective is to determine your target audiences. Who must you persuade to support your goals if 
you are to succeed?  These are the people you should have in mind when crafting your message.

Once your targets are clear, you must determine 
what methods of communication will be most 
effective with each of these targets. These may 
include: 

▶  Newspapers (both news and opinion 
sections)

▶ College papers
▶ Local papers
▶ Alternative weeklies
▶ Newsletters
▶ Church bulletins

▶ Magazines
▶ National
▶ Local

▶ Radio
▶ Television
▶ Internet

▶ Political blogs
▶ Community blogs (religious, 
special interest, etc.)
▶ Social mediaList serves

▶ Ads, posters and flyers

You can make your message heard in a wide 
variety of ways — just be sure that when you do, 
you’re doing it in ways that will reach your target 
audiences. 

An important note: If you’re in an area where 
Spanish speakers would be interested in your 
campaign, think about spreading your message 
through Spanish-language news media, Hispanic 
churches and service clubs.

EXAMPLE:  Targets and Methods

▶ Target 1: In the living wage campaign, 
the most fundamental audiences 
are the state legislators and the 
governor, as they’re the ones who 
can vote for and sign legislation.  

▶ Method 1:  Officials usually read 
almost everything that’s written 
about them, so a good way to target 
these people would be through 
newspapers

▶ Target 2: To increase the minimum 
wage, you’ll have other targets, too, 
such as people who can influence 
legislators and the governor.  If 
you can persuade the governor’s 
staff, her friends, her financial 
contributors, or more importantly, 
her constituents, your chances for 
success increase.  Elected officials 
who want to be reelected must pay 
attention to what voters think.

▶ Method 2: In addition to newspapers, 
voters get a lot of their news from 
television news.  The governor’s staff 
and supporters are likely to read 
political blogs as well.
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D. Your Message

You must reach your target audiences with a compelling and convincing message that supports your campaign, 
brings in partners and allies, and helps you achieve your goals. Having a good message is one of the most important 
parts of any campaign.

The message: a definition

A message is a clear, concise summary of the 
rationale for your position. The best messages 
are usually no more than a sentence or two 
long. They are repeated and amplified at every 
opportunity—in posters and written materials, 
in conversations with activists, in interviews 
with members of the media and elsewhere.

EXAMPLE: Message

For the living wage campaign, a good 
message would be: The legislature 
should pass a living wage law.  Anyone 
who works hard should be able to live 
and support a family in our community 
-- it’s a question of fairness.

People like fairness in government, 
and most people support laws that are 
fair.  It’s hard to argue that people 
who work hard shouldn’t be able to 
support a family.  And you propose a 
positive solution for the problem.
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Things to consider when developing your message

▶ Remember, you’re already convinced. You’re trying to reach your target audiences. Put yourself in their shoes. 
Think about the messages that will resonate. Why should your target audiences care about this issue? Why 
should they take your side?

▶ Think about possible opposition or resistance to your campaign. If there are people and groups you know will 
oppose your campaign, think about their arguments. Does your message effectively counter theirs?

▶ It’s fine to criticize opponents, but you must have a positive element to your message. If you think the status 
quo is not working, say it and offer a plan for positive change. Say what you’d do differently and how.

▶ If you are working with other people or organizations, your whole team needs to be involved in message 
development. Gather your team for a brainstorming session to come up with words and phrases that describe the 
campaign and its goals. Produce a concise, written summary of your position designed to persuade your target 
audiences. It should be short, clear, direct, and easy to understand.

▶ Frame the issue powerfully. Don’t just convey the facts that are important -- convey the feeling that’s 
important. How you frame the issue can make a major difference in how your message is received. Framing is 
inherent in any kind of messaging, although lately it’s been getting even more attention in progressive politics. 
For more information on framing, check out George Lakoff’s book Don’t Think of An Elephant.

EXAMPLE: Framing

How you frame an issue can make a big difference in how your issue is 
perceived.  Conservative activists wanted to repeal the Estate Tax, but 
had trouble gaining momentum.  After intensive polling, they realized 
that if they called it a “Death Tax” instead, a significant number of 
voters would instantly change their stance on the issue.  
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E. Using Your Message

Talking points are brief bits of language you and your allies can 
use to talk about your issue. You should come up with some basic 
talking points that communicate and support your message.  Your 
talking points should be brief—a page or less. You will update the 
talking points as news develops so that they remain relevant and so 
all of your spokespeople remain on the same page. Talking points 
should always serve to communicate your message.

Repetition and staying “on message”

It is important to stay “on message,” 
meaning that once your message and 
talking points are set, you should try to 
communicate them consistently. It may feel 
boring and redundant to say the same things 
over and over, but since different people will 
hear you every time you talk, you should 
do your best to make sure that all of those 
people are exposed to your best arguments 
— your message.

Slogans, logos and 
expanding your message

Develop a campaign theme or slogan, a 
name for your organization or campaign if 
you need one, and a list of positive words 
and phrases that convey your message and fit your goals. Think about real world examples and people who exemplify 
your campaign. 

Think about visuals, symbols, events, acronyms or mascots that can communicate and amplify your message. The 
simple “ = ” that identifies the Human Rights Campaign’s focus on equality is a great example. Naming a campaign 
or a piece of legislation to commemorate a person or event can also convey information and emotion. Everyone 
understands what an “Amber Alert” is. Everyone gets why the Matthew Shepard Hate Crime Act is needed. And 
everyone knows that if you call a bill “The Clear Skies Initiative,” it’s supposed to be about air quality.

Don’t overload your message. You don’t need a symbol, an acronym, a mascot and a clever name. Keep it simple. 
Choose only the elements that best communicate your message and integrate them into every aspect of your 
campaign. Incorporate them into press releases, speeches, logos, posters, flyers, quotes, ads, anything your campaign 
releases, and any interviews or statements you give to the press. Make sure the entire campaign team keeps the 
message in mind as they carry out every aspect of the campaign.

Stay with your message, but remain flexible. Your message brands your campaign and, over time, will create an 
identity with your target audiences. Tweak it to respond to events as necessary, but maintain your identity. Change 
your message only if it’s not working, or worse, having a negative effect.  

EXAMPLE: Talking Points

See sample Talking Points 
about Voting Rights on 
page 33.

EXAMPLE: Staying On Message

Look back at the messaging for the 
living wage campaign.  The message we 
chose is one about “fairness.”

This means you won’t be talking about 
the economic benefits of higher wages, 
the ways low wages reinforce racial 
division, or Marxist criticisms of the 
capitalist system.  You will be talking 
about fairness.   Competing messages 
make your position unclear.
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Sometimes slogans work well to convey a message — of course they can’t convey all the information about what 
you’re doing, but they can say a lot. The worlds of politics, advocacy and advertising are full of great examples:

▶ “Equal Pay for Equal Work”
▶ “Take a Bite Out of Crime”
▶ “Choose or Lose”
▶ “Where’s the Beef?”
▶ “Save the Children”

Example: Slogan

For your living wage campaign, a good slogan could be “An honest 
day’s work deserves an honest day’s pay.”
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F. Organizing a Media Plan

A media plan will help you focus your efforts and follow through. Elements of a media plan include: 

▶ A statement of your goals

▶ A statement of your message

▶ Identification of your target audiences and target media

▶ A list of the documents and campaign items you need to produce, such as press kits, T-shirts, brochures, 
reports, fact sheets, flyers, ads, etc.

▶ A calendar with a schedule of timelines, deadlines and milestones

▶ Plans for creative media-targeted events, including launches, rallies, news conferences, visual events, photo ops 
and message events 

▶ A list of media contacts including the beat reporters and publications that cover your issue

The plan should include specific assignments and deadlines. Set a date for achieving your ultimate goal, and work 
backwards to determine the steps along the way — what you need to accomplish and when. Include milestones that 
may affect your campaign: a primary election, a legislative recess, the anniversary of a key historic event, etc.

Decide which elements are right for your campaign and put them together:

▶ Will there be a launch event announcing your campaign?
▶ What will be in your press kit, the folder you pass out to members of the media that contains material 
describing your campaign and your goals? 
▶ Will you have visual or message events to raise awareness of your campaign, such as symbols or mascots (for 
example, ”Dogs against Romney”)? 
▶ Will you invite the news media to campaign events such as volunteer trainings, phone banks, etc.?
Are there locally or nationally known experts or celebrities who can headline a campaign event for you? 
▶ Will you write letters to the editor and opinion articles to submit to newspapers?
▶ Can you meet with editorial boards at newspapers to make your case and try for a positive editorial?
▶ Are there reporters at local newspapers, TV and radio stations who are assigned to cover your college or the 
topic your campaign is addressing? (For example, many newspapers have education reporters and most have 
business reporters. In cities with large universities, reporters are often assigned to cover the institution itself.)
▶ Are there local talk radio shows that will cover your campaign?
▶ Do you have a budget for paid advertising in newspapers, radio or TV?
▶ Are there events already scheduled where your campaign can have a presence (e.g., board meetings, job fairs, 
candidate debates, or other places where people with an interest in your campaign will gather)?
▶ Are there popular websites and blogs that might be interested in your campaign?

You can’t attract the news media unless you give them real news to cover. They’re not obliged to cover you because 
you call a news conference. Think about why they should cover your campaign, and be prepared to tell them why 
the local TV, radio or newspaper customer will want to know about your campaign. In the example of the living 
wage campaign, give them real people who would benefit and are ready to be interviewed. Make sure you have the 
compelling visuals that TV and still photographers need, and where possible, real people affected by the issue.

Always have material that you can send to reporters and editors that describes the news event you are planning and 
includes concise information about your campaign. Make sure that at least one member of your team serves as a 
consistent, responsive contact for the news media. 
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G. Tools for Reaching the Media

Some of the standard formats for reaching the news media are described below. Use them, but don’t be afraid to be 
creative and try nontraditional means for reaching the media. 

▶ Press Release – News releases are an easy way to 
disseminate information, and the most common form of 
media outreach. They are written to give the reporters the 
information they need to write a story on an event. They go 
out after an event takes place.
▶ Media Advisory – Media advisories inform 
reporters, news directors, editors, etc. of upcoming events. 
They should have all the information a reporter needs to plan 
to cover your event. They go out before an event takes place 
(the earlier, the better.)
▶ Photos – Take your own high-resolution photos, and post them on your website or Facebook page. News 
agencies may ask to use them. Have photos of your campaign leaders ready for news outlets who request them.    
▶ Press Packets – Create folders that include a summary of your campaign, information about the 
campaign principals and their biographies, and other information such as brochures, fact sheets, studies, reports, 
clips of news coverage, lists of partner organizations, and quotes from supporters and allies. Give each member 
of the media covering your campaign a folder, and have them available at all events.
▶ Op-Eds – Op-eds are guest opinion articles in 
newspapers and other publications. They allow you to make 
your case on your terms and in your words. Submit the 
article to the appropriate editor (rules are usually listed on 
the publication’s Web site) and follow up with a phone call. 
Offer your op-ed exclusively to one paper at a time. If your 
first choice rejects it, then go to your next priority.
▶ Letters to the Editor – Your campaign team 
and supporters should be encouraged to send letters to the 
editor to bring attention to your issue and demonstrate 
support. Each letter should be individual. Form letters or 
mass mailings will not be printed. Provide key policy and 
message points to your supporters, and urge them to write 
letters in their own words. For tips, see the appendix item 
“Writing a Letter to the Editor.”
▶ E-mail and Newsletters – Consider sending out regular, brief e-mails or newsletters updating 
reporters and others on the progress of your campaign. These are designed not to engender immediate news 
coverage, but to keep journalists apprised of your progress and engaged with your issue.
▶ Websites – Your organization’s website will often be the first stop for interested reporters. Be sure to keep 
it up to date with useful information.
▶ Be the Media – New technologies are blurring the lines between reporters and the general public and 
sometimes reaching a reporter means becoming one yourself. If you have the technical expertise and sufficient 
need, you may consider starting an organization blog where you can keep members and the general public up-
to-date about your organization or campaign. You can also use social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter 
to reach your audience directly.

EXAMPLE: Letter to the 
Editor
See a sample letter to the 
editor on page 31.

EXAMPLE: Op-Ed
See a sample op-ed on page 
32.

EXAMPLE: Media Advisory
See a sample media advisory 
on page 29.

EXAMPLE: Press Release
See a sample press release 
on page 25.
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H. Communicating with the News Media

Reporters are busy and deluged with information. It’s important to help them understand your campaign in the 
most direct, helpful, efficient way possible. Here are some tips:

▶ Do the research and present it clearly. Provide the reporters with accurate, well-
researched information that conveys your message. Don’t make a reporter wade through news stories, reports, 
studies and other information stories. Do that yourself, and present statistics and information in concise nuggets 
of information. For example, don’t make the reporter find out how many people are living under the poverty 
level in your state – find that information for him and provide the source.

▶ Get to the point. Be ready to make your case to reporters and editors quickly over the phone. Tell 
them why you’re calling, and give them the key information up front. If it is not an urgent call, ask if this is a 
good time to talk, and offer to call back if it is not.

▶ Stay on message. Before you go into an interview, make sure you know the points you want to make, 
and make them clearly. Try not to be drawn into tangential topics or long, wandering answers. Answer questions 
directly and positively, and always bring your answer to the point you want to make. Signal your intent to the 
reporter with words like, “If I leave you with only one thought today, I want it to be this:” and stay on message. 
If you need some time to think about the question, find out what deadline the reporter is working on, and offer 
to call back.

▶ Don’t guess and never lie. If you do not know the answer to a question a reporter asks, never 
speculate, guess or invent an answer. It’s okay to say, “I don’t know.” Tell the reporter you will call back when you 
have accurate information.

▶ Give yourself time. You don’t have to answer immediately. Ask a reporter when his or her deadline is, 
and arrange a time to call back when you’ve had a chance to think about what you want to say.

▶ On the record. Assume that any time you are speaking to a reporter you are speaking for the campaign 
and not for yourself. Never say anything you would not want to see in a news story. The rules for speaking off 
the record or on background can be murky. Avoid speaking off the record, and seek advice from the PFAWF 
communications staff on how to navigate such interviews.

▶ Timing is everything. Respect reporters’ time limitations and deadlines. Call them back in a timely 
fashion. If you have an interview scheduled, show up on time and be prepared. If you do not feel you are the 
right person to speak on an issue, tell the reporter and suggest alternatives. 

▶ Practice makes perfect. Before an interview, editorial board or media event, make sure your 
principals are prepared. Be ready with a succinct opening presentation that sets out your message. Compile a 
list of likely questions and practice responding. If you anticipate hostile questions, organize a “murder board,” 
with friends throwing tough questions at you. Practice will help you organize your thoughts and give you greater 
confidence.

▶ Stay in touch with key reporters. You can send reporters less formal notes and useful tips 
to keep the lines of communication open. After a story runs about your cause, you can write a note thanking 
the reporter. If you have information that you think a reporter might find interesting, you can put it in a short 
e-mail.
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I. Contacting the Media

Build a complete list of media contacts in your region (the PFAWF office can help.) Include wire services, 
newspapers, television, radio stations, magazines, Web publications, trade publications and newsletters, as well as 
individual reporters. List phone numbers, fax numbers, a general e-mail address for the newsroom, and e-mails and 
direct phone numbers for specific reporters. Remember that major news organizations and wire services often have 
bureaus in different cities throughout a state, including reporters in the state capital.

The best indicator that a reporter is interested in your issue is that he or she has written about it before. When you 
find stories written on your topic, be sure to include that reporter in your list.

▶ Newswires: Wire services such as the Associated Press are largely invisible to news consumers, but play 
a key role. The AP serves most print and broadcast outlets in a state, and an AP story guarantees statewide and 
sometimes national attention. The AP also publishes week-ahead schedules and a daybook listing local events/
press conferences for the next day that is closely read by all media. Include all local newswires in your contacts – 
AP, Reuters, Knight-Ridder, Gannett, Scripps-Howard, Dow Jones, Bloomberg, UPI, etc. Some states have news 
services organized to serve specific outlets, such as the Capital News TV service in Tallahassee, which prepares 
TV news reports for markets throughout Florida. 

▶ Newspapers: Contact assignment editors with advisories and announcements. Establish relationships 
with reporters and columnists who cover your issues, and with the editorial or opinion editors in charge of op-
eds, letters to the editor and editorial board meetings. Don’t neglect weeklies, alternative papers and minority 
papers. 

▶ Television: Contact news directors, assignment editors and weekend assignment editors with events 
and announcements, and establish relationships with local TV reporters and personalities who may cover your 
issue. Pitch your campaign to local news and talk shows that bring on guests to discuss local issues. For example, 
if you’re holding a big rally, offer a spokesperson the day before to discuss the event on a 5:00 news interview 
segment.

▶ Radio: Contact assignment editors and bureau reporters for all-news radio stations, news directors for 
music-and-news format stations, and producers/bookers for talk radio shows. Pay particular attention to those 
contacts from stations that target the audiences you want to reach, including Spanish language stations and 
public radio.

▶ Magazines: News stories should go to the editors in charge of specific departments. Look for features 
editors, political editors, minority outreach editors, columnists, etc. Be sure to allow for long lead times on 
magazines which appear only weekly, monthly or quarterly.

▶ Blogs: Although they can be a bit harder to identify and contact than your local newspaper or radio 
station, your campus and region likely has a number of local blogs. Spend a few minutes searching to see if there 
are local bloggers writing about politics or the issue you are working on. Be sure to send them information about 
your group as well as invitations events and press releases. 
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J. Events

Media events are another powerful way to reach the media and help them tell your story. Events are often far more 
effective than traditional news conferences.

Creative, funny or dramatic events are an excellent way to attract media coverage. Create your own events, and scour 
campus and community calendars for events or activities that you can play off to create a campaign event. Make sure 
the event has strong visuals and conveys your message. 
A few very basic media events are listed below, but more creative events tailored to your message are almost always 
better. See the next section for tips on how to create a powerful media event. 

▶ News Conferences – News conferences and briefings should be called only when there is significant 
news — the press won’t show up just because you ask them to. When possible, hold news conferences between 
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. in a location convenient for reporters. It helps to hold a news conference in a place that 
supports your message visually — a park, a hospital, a factory, but make sure it is not hard to reach or too far 
from the reporter’s home base. Always make sure you have permission before holding an event in a public or 
private space; the story should be about the event itself or even about the fact that you were denied permission 
to use the space you wanted, not your failure to obtain needed permits.

▶ News Briefings – Briefings are informal events designed to give reporters detailed background 
information about your issue. Have your experts and spokespeople available to make presentations, and have all 
the information available in written form for the reporters to take with them.

▶ Editorial Board Meetings – Special briefings for the editorial boards of local newspapers can 
introduce your campaign and your campaign leaders, and give you the opportunity to demonstrate why the 
newspaper should write an editorial supporting your issue. Research past editorials in the newspaper related to 
your issue, and send your press packet to the appropriate editor before your meeting.
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K. Tips for Holding Media Events

The importance of images
It may be a cliché, but “a picture is worth a thousand words.” Images 
transmitted by the mass media often have a greater impact than words. Make 
sure that the images you present communicate your message.

When setting up events, always ask yourself, “What’s the picture?” Figure 
out where still photographers and TV cameramen will be and what the shots 
they’re taking will look like. Make sure those shots emphasize the message of 
your event, and will be easy for television and still photographers to cover.  Be creative and provocative, but make 
sure your images can pass both the giggle test and the taste test—you want your pictures to amplify your message, 
not become a controversy that won’t help your cause 

Show that your supporters are 
diverse and patriotic
Consider demonstrating the diversity of your 
coalition by bringing supporters from every 
walk of life to your event. Parents can bring 
their children — it’s a great experience for the 
kids who like seeing themselves on TV. Don’t be 
afraid to demonstrate your patriotism. There’s 
nothing more patriotic than political activism, 
especially in defense of social justice, democracy, 
and the Constitution. Don’t hesitate to 
respectfully use the American flag, or copies of 
the Constitution or Bill of Rights to show what 
you’re fighting for.

Work to get small media outlets as well as big ones to your events
It’s great to get TV and radio coverage or a story in a major newspaper, but you may not always attract the major 
media. There are plenty of news outlets and ways to get your message out. Don’t neglect smaller newspapers, school 
publications, Internet outlets, and advocacy, union, and community newsletters. You should be sure to pitch stories 
to smaller outlets when it’s appropriate (for example, when you’re doing events outside of your state’s biggest cities). 

Make sure that you’re including specialty media — for example, newspapers and radio targeted toward African 
Americans, Latinos, or gays and lesbians and other groups. Don’t forget blogs, community billboards (like Craig’s 
List), and other influential nontraditional media.

EXAMPLE: Visuals

If you are doing an event on education funding in your state, then 
you might want to hold the event in front of a school school, 
so that the backdrop adds to the message.  Bring supporters with 
brightly colored t-shirts or inexpensive stickers and posters that 
amplify your message.  Think of objects your speakers can hold up to 
emphasize your message — say, notebooks, pencils, children’s books.

RESOURCE: Media 
Events
See the Media 
Events Checklist 
on page 28.

EXAMPLE: Using Supporters Well

When Hispanic groups launched 
massive marches in 2006, organizers 
wanted to put their best foot forward.  
They asked marchers to wear clean 
white shirts and bring American 
flags.  The message was unmistakable: 
Hispanics are proud, hardworking 
Americans and are here to stay.
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Pitching and communicating about your events

1. Always try to send an advisory to the media at least one day before an event takes place. Try to send it before 
2 p.m., and make sure you send it the daybook editors for the AP and other wires services in your area. If 
you have sufficient advance notice, send your advisory the Friday before the event, so it can be listed in the 
AP’s week-ahead daybook for state media.

2. Preview your event on local TV and radio shows. Many local radio and TV stations cut in to shows like 
“Today” and national radio broadcasts for local news, and often discuss the scheduled events of the day. 
Noon or early local TV newscasts are also good venues. Offer a pre-interview with someone who will be 
speaking at the event.

3. Make follow-up calls the afternoon before or the morning of an event to make sure that members of 
the media received (and read) your advisory. You should also use these calls to get a sense of what your 
press turnout will be like. Don’t be too shy to ask whether the outlet plans on sending a reporter and/or 
photographer. 

4. Have handouts or full press packets at events. Press packets are folders with information reporters might find 
useful, such as biographies of event participants, the prepared statements of participants, and other materials 
that illustrate the message of the event, such as recent news clips and editorials.

5. After the event, send out a release with quotes from event participants that reinforce your message. Follow 
up with news outlets that did not attend the event to make sure they got the information, and offer follow-
up interviews if they’re interested. It’s a good idea to have this release drafted prior to the event – but never 
release it until after the event is concluded, and make sure it reflects what actually happened at the event.

6. Make sure to take your own photos at the event and post them to your Web site. Reporters may use them in 
their stories and your supporters will be able to see what you’re up to.
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L. Rapid Response

While most of your contact with the news media will be pro-active, you will often need to respond to news 
developments, or attacks from opponents. Monitor the news to be sure that you are aware of developments that 
affect your campaign. If something happens on the national level that has repercussions for your campaign, call the 
reporters who cover the issue and suggest your campaign’s local angle.

If your opposition makes a statement or holds an event, 
be ready with a response that will appear in the same news 
story. Reporters want to write a balanced story, but need 
quick, smart statements in time for their broadcast and print 
deadlines.

Political opponents will sometimes issue an outrageous 
statement late in the day, betting that you will not be agile 
enough to respond. Don’t let them get away with it, especially 
if they’re twisting the truth or trying to change the terms of the 
debate. A simple, factual and competent response will help you 
earn a place in the story and build your credibility with the 
news media.

If you’re not sure how or when to respond to fast-breaking 
news, remember that the PFAWF communications team will 
be happy to advise you.

EXAMPLE: Rapid Response

In our living wage example, 
if Congress defeats a 
minimum wage increase at 
the national level, you 
could send a statement to 
reporters argument that 
living wage requirements are 
needed at the local level.  
By responding quickly and 
proactively getting in touch 
with reporters, you may be 
able to get your message 
about the need for a local 
living wage into the national 
story about the vote in 
Congress.
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 M. The Campus Media

The media on your campus (college radio, student newspapers and publications, and TV, if you have it) should be 
prime targets for your campaign.  It is, of course, important to generate coverage in outside media when possible, 
but the easiest and most frequent coverage you’ll obtain is going to come from within your campus.

▶ Build relationships with campus media outlets.  Relationship building should start as soon as (or before) 
your campaign begins.  You might want to begin with a campus newspaper, for example, by inviting the news 
editor to join you and other leaders of your campaign for coffee or lunch, and then explain what your campaign 
is about and what you hope to accomplish.  Tell him or her why your campaign is newsworthy, and ask for 
coverage.

▶ Talk with the newspaper’s opinion editor and ask if she or he will consider accepting an op-ed submission from 
people within your campaign.  Write letters to the editor.  See if you can meet the editorial board and persuade 
them to write an editorial supporting your efforts.

▶ If your campus radio station has a news show, ask the show’s producers if they will have you on to talk about 
your campaign.  Also make use of friends’ shows on the station.  Better yet, see if you and others involved in 
your campaign can get your own radio show.

▶ Campus websites (whether for organizations on campus or networking sites like Facebook or Twitter) can be 
easy, powerful media for spreading your message in the campus community.

▶ Use the coverage you generate on campus to create coverage elsewhere.  Send stories that appear in the 
campus newspaper to other media outlets in your area.  One of the best ways to convince outside reporters 
that something students are doing is newsworthy is to show them that this activity is being covered in campus 
publications.

Ways to Reinforce Your Message on Campus

Once you’ve determined what your message is, and once you’ve started working to generate coverage of your message 
in the media, you may consider employing some of the following message reinforcement techniques.  Be sure you 
employ a consistent message throughout, regardless of the medium.

TV, Radio and Print Ads:  Often too expensive, but may be a good idea if you can afford them.

Posters:  Learn what the rules are for putting up posters on your campus and in your community.  The 
most affordable option is to copy a design on 8.5x1l paper, but bigger posters attract more attention.

Leafleting:  You might want to consider producing a flyer that communicates your message and provides 
information about your issue and how to get involved.  You can distribute this flyer through dorms, as well as to 
houses and apartments in your community.  Please note: it’s illegal to put flyers inside of mail boxes.  It’s better 
to leave flyers inside of people’s screen doors. 

Tabling:  Many campuses allow student groups to set up tables in highly trafficked areas.  If you do this, 
make sure to have posters or visuals that clearly communicate your message to those walking by, as well as more 
detailed materials for people who stop and ask about your campaign.
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Dining Hall Info Cards:  Some campuses allow student groups to place informational cards on tables 
in their dining halls.

Chalking:  Sidewalk chalk can be a fun and creative way to reinforce your campaign message.  If a group of 
people are chalking, make sure they know what the key points that you want them to convey are so that they can 
remain on message.
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K. Tracking Coverage

Keep good records of media coverage, including copies of print and Web coverage and recordings of radio and TV 
stories. Good records will allow you to assess which strategies were most effective, and remind you of the ways key 
reporters, columnists and editorial writers view your issue. Good records will also give you good materials to show to 
funders, allies and new reporters.

The easiest and cheapest way to monitor coverage of your campaign is to track it online through daily searches — 
something you should be doing anyway to keep yourself informed. Some news-tracking services are free. Others 
charge fees for media monitoring. A good place to start is by searching Google News. As college students, you may 
also have access to campus library services such as Lexis-Nexis and other subscription services. 
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SAMPLE PRESS RELEASE
Writing a Press Release

A press release gives reporters the resources they need to write about an 
issue going on in your community: the facts, good quotes for their story, 

and a person to contact for more information. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Contact: Miranda Blue
May 23, 2006      202-555-5555

Early Voting Restrictions Could Hurt Over Half of 
Ohio’s African Americans, Says Ministers’ Group 

Members of the African American Ministers Leadership Council 
(AAMLC), a program of People For the American Way Foundation, 
spoke out today against efforts to restrict early voting opportunities in 

four Ohio counties that are home to 56 percent of the state’s African American population.

“Jim Crow is alive in the 21st century and evident in the struggles we 
still face for equal access to the ballot box,” said Rev. Dr. Tony Minor of Cleveland, Ohio. 
“There are politicians doing the unthinkable: they are making it harder for their constituents 
to exercise our constitutionally guaranteed right to vote. And once again, these suppression 
efforts are aimed directly at African Americans in swing states.”

Officials in four Ohio counties—Cuyahoga, Franklin, Summit and Lucas—are set to deny 
night and weekend early voting to their citizens. Those four counties are home to some of 
Ohio’s largest cities and over half its African American population. The state has already 
ended early voting for most residents in the final three days before the election. Last year, 
nearly 20 percent of early voters in Cuyahoga and Franklin counties went to the polls during 
that final time period.

The African American Ministers Leadership Council, founded in 1997, has been 
working nationwide to help bring African Americans to the polls in every election, 
most recently through the newly-launched non-partisan “I Am A VESSEL and I 
Vote!” program. The new early voting restrictions in Ohio are a setback to efforts to 
increase turnout and ensure that every vote counts.

”These efforts are intended to discourage and distract voters in the state of Ohio, but they will not succeed,” added 
Rev. Minor. “We have strengthened our efforts to educate our congregations and our 
communities about their rights and their civic responsibilities. Believe me, no matter how 
hard they try to stop us, we will fight back against these restrictions and we will show up at the 
polls and vote.”

###

Always include contact information.

Use a short, 
clear headline   
that conveys 
the main point 
of your release

State the who, 
what, when, 
where and why 
in your first 
paragraph

Add a strong 
quote that 
reporters can 
use in their 
stories

Give statistics 
and links to 
additional 
info to help 
frame the issue

Give a brief description 
of your group and your 
involvement in the issue

A second quote 
is optional

Three 
pound signs 
mark the 
end of the 
document.
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APPENDIX B: DOS AND DON’TS OF PRESS 
RELEASE WRITING 

DO

▶ Make your headline and first paragraph tell the story in a compelling fashion. Your lead grabs readers’ attention 
and tells them why the release is important. If you don’t have a good lead, reporters will not keep reading. The 
best leads are only one or two lines long. Leave details, explanations and quotes for the body of the release.

▶ Anticipate reporters’ questions and answer them. The proverbial “who, what, where, when and why” should 
be included. Provide the necessary background and contact information regarding you, your issue, your 
organization or your service.

▶ Develop a news hook. You may be excited about your story, but reporters may not feel it is relevant or exciting 
enough to write about. Put yourself in the reporter’s shoes and focus the press release on what makes your news 
item important for the audience the reporter serves – readers, listeners, viewers.

▶ Use real-life examples and stories to illustrate your point. Demonstrate the effect that the issue you are 
addressing has on real people. A 20 percent cut in child care funding may not move anyone, but the fact that a 
local woman, Delores Johnson, will have to quit her job to take care of her kids and go on welfare is compelling. 
Give details about how your issue will directly affect the audience you are targeting. 

▶ Tell the truth. The news media expect you to convey your ideas honestly; they will never forget if you 
misrepresent the facts. Once credibility is lost, it is almost impossible to regain.

▶ Be timely. Respond to breaking news as quickly as possible, and relate your story to current issues in the news. 
Don’t issue press releases late in the day or on Fridays or weekends if you can avoid it.

▶ Use active verbs and strong adjectives.

▶ Be brief. Journalists are busy, and get inundated with news releases. Send them short, provocative materials – 
they’ll ask for more details when you’ve got them interested.

▶ Get permission before using quotes or information from other organizations or affiliates. This is most 
important for press releases that are coming from a coalition of organizations.

▶ Proofread, proofread, proofread. Check your grammar, your spelling, the date and all contact information. If 
your release has obvious errors, you won’t be taken seriously.

▶ Include a phone number that will be answered by a live person, and make sure any e-mail addresses and Web 
links you include are working.

▶ E-mail and fax your release to reporters, and follow up with targeted phone calls to the reporters you think are 
most likely to cover your story.
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DON’T

▶ Embellish or over-exaggerate. Avoid fluff.

▶ Use a lot of jargon. Explain your issues in clear language that anyone can understand.

▶ Use exclamation points. The language and issues should be strong enough on their own. We’re not 
kidding!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

▶ Write your press release like an advertisement. The press release is meant to relay information, not sell 
something.

▶ Use acronyms without spelling them out the first time (e.g. Young People For = YP4). Don’t assume your 
audience knows what you are referring to. 

▶ Submit a press release in all uppercase letters. The body of your press release should be in sentence case. 
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PRESS EVENT
Before Your Event – One to two days in advance or before

Before Your Event – Set up

▶ Location
Choose a convenient location.  Make sure you have permission to be there and to get there ahead of time to set 
up.

▶ Time
Choose a time that’s convenient for the media and fits in well with the news cycle.
 

▶ Create a Media Advisory
The media advisory should give bare-bones information about an event: the who, what, why, where, and when 
of the press conference.  This allows reporters and assignment editors to schedule time to cover the event.  Make 
sure to correctly spell names and titles.

▶ Pitch the Event
Make sure relevant reporters are aware of your event.  Don’t forget to alert assignment editors and daybooks, if 
appropriate.  E-mail first, then call any reporter you actually want to show up.

▶ Script and Materials
Have remarks, Q&A, and press release ready as far in advance as possible.

▶ Guests and Speakers
Confirm their attendance.  Ask them to show up early.

▶ Visuals
Think of what you want the cameras to see and what message you want to send.

▶ Sound
Have a place for TV crews to place microphones or have a mult box for them to plug into.

▶ Press Kits
Include a release with usable quotes and correctly spelled names and titles.  Statistics and details should also be 
distributed in writing.

▶ Sign-In Table
Get name, phone number, e-mail and outlet for every reporter or crew.

 

 APPENDIX C: GUIDE TO PRESS EVENTS
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During Your Event

During Your Event

▶ Document the Event
Take (or have a volunteer take) plenty of pictures of the event.  If you can, take a video.

▶ Talk to Reporters
Chat.  This is how contacts are made.

▶ Send Release
Send out the release widely via e-mail and post to Web site.

▶ Follow Up with Reporters
Make sure to answer any lingering questions.  Contact reporters who didn’t come as appropriate.

▶ Monitor the Coverage
Don’t forget to see what the media reports.

Remember – Give reporters what they need to cover the story exactly 
as you want them to: a good quote, a good picture, good sound and 
all the details at hand.
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FOR PLANNING PURPOSES Contact: Jane Jones
September 3, 2012    503-555-5555

 University of Iowa Students to Hold ‘Stand Up and Be 
Counted’ Voter Registration Rally

Students at the University of Iowa will hold a rally this Saturday, Sept. 
8, with the goal of registering 200 students to vote. The rally will feature 
performances by student bands and food provided by Jill’s Deli. 

What: ‘Stand Up and Be Counted’ Voter Registration Rally, featuring performances by 
University of Iowa student bands

When: 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm, Saturday, September 3

Where: Iowa Memorial Union, 125 N. Madison St., Iowa City

Speakers: City Councilwoman Linda James, Student Body President Sam Jackson  

Sponsors: Young People For, Students for Civic Engagement

###

SAMPLE MEDIA ADVISORY

Writing a Media Advisory
A media advisory lets reporters know about your event and gives 
them the information they need to cover it.  E-mail this document out 
in advance of your event, and be sure to call reporters to make sure 
that they got it.

Keep it short.  
You can 
put more 
information 
in a release 
later on.

Also, 
remember 
to write in 
the future 
tense: your 
event hasn’t 
happened yet.

Use a short, 
clear 
headline 
telling what 
will happen.

Always include contact information.

Three pound signs mark the 
end of the document.

Clearly 
list the 
who, what, 
why, where, 
when of 
the event.
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APPENDIX E: 
WRITING A LETTER TO THE EDITOR

1. Keep your letter brief. A letter is most likely to get printed if it is 200 words or less. 

2. Make one point, or at the most two, in your letter.  State your point clearly, ideally in the first or second sentence. 

3. Your letter must be timely.  Address a recent article, editorial or letter that appeared in the paper to which you are 
writing.  If you are not addressing a recent article, then tie the issue you want to write about to a recent event.

4. Familiarize yourself with the coverage and editorial position of the paper to which you are writing.  It is acceptable 
to refute or support specific statements or address relevant facts that may have been ignored by an article or editorial, 
but do not attack the media in general or the newspaper in particular. 

5. Check the letter specifications of the newspaper to which you are writing. Length and format requirements vary 
from paper to paper.  This information is usually available online or on the editorial page of the newspaper. You 
usually must include your name, signature, address and phone number.

6. Support your statements with facts.  You may consider sending documentation along with your letter or citing the 
information you are quoting in the letter. But do not overload the editors with too much information.

7. Recruit others to write letters when possible.  If the newspaper receives a variety of letters on one issue, it will 
demonstrate to the paper, and to the public, that other individuals in the community are concerned about the 
issue.  Sending a variety of letters will increase the chances of one getting published.  Do not send form letters.  It’s 
important to be original – multiple form letters to the same paper will only annoy the newspaper to which you are 
writing.

8. Monitor the paper to see if your letter runs. If your letter has not appeared within a week or two, follow up with a 
call or e-mail to the editorial department of the newspaper.
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE LETTER TO THE 
EDITOR
[Published in The Stanford Daily]

May 26, 2006

Dear Editor,

As a black student, I am concerned by the blatantly anti-ethnic community position that the Editorial Board has 
taken this year.

No, it doesn’t make a person racist to say that they don’t approve of theme dorms. However, if that person has 
never visited or lived in a theme dorm, has never supported programming from a theme dorm or has never visited a 
community center, then it certainly is ignorant to be against theme dorms. 

I suggest that the Daily hold a community hall forum, co-hosted by the staff of all six community centers, the ASSU 
and the Office of Multicultural Education. If the Editorial Board insists on continuing to attack institutions at 
Stanford that have contributed to a greater level of cultural awareness and support networks for students of color, 
then the Daily must make an effort to actually educate the Stanford community with unbiased information.

Nneka Chike-Obi
Senior, International Relations
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APPENDIX G: SAMPLE OP-ED
The Black Voter Turnout “Machine” is No Secret – It’s a Civil Rights Achievement
By Rev. Dr. Tony Minor and Rev. Larry Harris
Published in the Cleveland Plain Dealer
August 26, 2012

In our 30 years as pastors in Cleveland, we have helped 
thousands of our parishioners to vote. We help them understand the importance 
of voting. We make sure they know where to vote and when. And we help to get 
them to their polling places. We work with hundreds of African-American minis-

ters across the country who are doing exactly the same thing. We see our work as a continu-
ation of the Civil Rights Movement. We have greater access to the polls than ever before and 
we will not be denied full use of it.

But according to Franklin County Board of Elections member Doug Priesse in an interview with the Columbus Dis-
patch this week, churches who are driving our congregations to the polls are a sinister “urban -- read African-Ameri-
can – voter-turnout machine” and should not be “accommodated” by election officials.

What Preisse calls the “African-American voter turnout machine,” we call a tremendous success story for civil rights 
and civic participation. In 2008, 43 years after the Voting Rights Act banned racial discrimination at the ballot box, 
African Americans for the first time voted at the same rate as white Americans. That is a huge achievement. And that 
is what Preisse and his allies want to undo in 2012.

Around the country, four years after African American voter turnout reached its highest point in U.S. history, elec-
tion officials in swing states are targeting the African American vote. In Pennsylvania, a judge recently let stand a 
voter ID law that could make it harder for as many as 700,000 Pennsylvanians to vote this November – a dispropor-
tionate number of whom are African Americans in the state’s largest cities. In Florida, the Secretary of State is plan-
ning to conduct a voter purge reminiscent of the one that cut thousands of African Americans from the state’s voter 
rolls in 2000. And the swing state of Virginia just this week got the go-ahead for its own suppressive voter ID law. 
If you want to know why a machine exists to get African Americans to the polls, just look at the effort that’s still be-
ing made to keep us away. When you’re faced with suppression, you unify, mobilize and organize to fight back. And 
that’s what the Black Church, civil rights groups, and community leaders have done.

In the years leading up to the 2008 election, Ohio made a number of advances that 
made it easier for more people to cast ballots. Early voting was expanded to help elimi-
nate the long lines that deterred some from voting in 2004. Entire congregations drove from the 
church to the polls the Sunday before Election Day. In just the three days before the election, 
93,000 Ohioans cast their ballots. A disproportionate number of those who took advantage of 
early voting were African Americans. On Election Day, the long lines that many had feared did 
not materialize.

But this year, Gov. Kasich and the legislature eliminated early voting in the three 
days before the election. And then officials in the four urban counties that are home 
to 56 percent of Ohio’s black population moved to eliminate night and weekend 

voting as well, even as a handful of rural counties expanded their early voting hours. Faced with 
criticism and a possible legal challenge, Secretary of State Jon Husted then tried to equalize the 

Community 
leaders 
are great 
spokespeople

Explain 
who you 
are and 
your stake 
in the issue. 
Lay out the 
conflict and 
your response

Back 
up your 
points with 
strong 
data

Recap in 
a clear 
conclusion
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situation…by cutting back everyone’s early voting rights to the lowest common denominator rather than expanding 
them. 

 The goal of a democracy is to ensure that as many people as possible who can vote do vote, not to construct arcane 
rules meant to keep certain groups of people from the polls. We’re proud to be part of the “machine” that is fighting 
these restrictions and getting Americans to the polls despite them. It saddens us that some of our elected officials 
won’t join us. 

 Rev. Dr. Tony Minor and Rev. Larry Harris are members of People For the American Way Foundation’s African American 
Ministers Leadership Council. Rev. Harris is President of the United Pastors of Cleveland and Rev. Dr. Minor is Advocacy 
Director of Lutheran Metropolitan Ministry. 

###

Provide a 
brief bio of 
the author
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APPENDIX H: SAMPLE TALKING POINTS

Talking Points: Attacks on Voting Rights

The problem

▶  The right to vote is one of the most basic rights we have as Americans. Throughout our history, we have 
fought hard to expand the right to vote to all Americans.

▶  Today, the right to vote is under unprecedented attack from those who want to make it harder for young peo-
ple, minorities, seniors and low-income people to vote.

▶ At least thirty-four states introduced legislation that would require voters to show photo identification in order 
to vote. These efforts often disproportionately affect college students and low-income people, who are less likely 
to have the proper government-issued IDs. Other states have cut back on early voting hours and made it harder 
to hold voter registration drives.

▶ These new laws could make it significantly harder for more than five million eligible voters to cast ballots in 
2012.

▶ These voter suppression laws are being pushed by corporate-funded groups, like the American Legislative 
Exchange Council. They are clearly partisan efforts to keep progressive-leaning groups of people away from the 
polls.

The response

▶ These attacks on voting rights must be met with increased education and organization.

▶  Across the country, Young People For campus activists are working to make sure their fellow students know 
their rights, register to vote, and go to the polls.

▶ At Imaginary University, we’ll be holding four campus-wide voter registration drives leading up to the elec-
tion, and promoting our effort through our “Stand Up and Be Counted” campaign. Our goal is to reach every 
student by Election Day.

▶ Our efforts are non-partisan. The important thing is that every American, no matter his or her political beliefs, 
is able to cast a vote that counts.

Writing Talking Points
Well-prepared talking points can help you and your allies stay on 
message when talking or writing about an issue. Talking points should 
be clear, concise, and easy to remember.
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APPENDIX I: USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO GET 
YOUR MESSAGE OUT

Using Social Media to Get Your Message Out

Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr and other social media platforms can be a great way to get your message out to your 
friends, their friends, and your campus community. Chances are you already use one or more of these tools. 
Here are some tips to up your social media game.

FACEBOOK

▶ Start a Facebook page. Start a Facebook page for your group, and encourage your friends to “like” it. Keep it 
updated with news of what your group is up to, relevant news stories, and photos. 

▶ Encourage interaction. Encourage your page’s followers to interact with you and with each other by posting 
discussion questions, asking their opinion, and encouraging them to share and like posts.

▶ Start a meme! Is there a funny image or great picture that you think will resonate with people on your 
campus? Share it on your Facebook page and urge your friends to do the same.

▶ Make sure people know you have a Facebook page. When you have an event or distribute a flyer, make sure to 
tell people how they can find you on Facebook.

TWITTER

▶ Recruit followers. Once you’ve set up a Twitter account for your group, work on getting people on campus 
to follow you. Promote it from your personal Twitter account, if you have one, by mentioning and re-tweeting 
it. Follow people on campus who you think should follow you. If you know anybody with a lot of Twitter 
followers, ask them to re-tweet you and help get the word out. 

▶ Tweet frequently. Be sure to tweet about events your holding, relevant things in the news, or issues you think 
are important. 

▶ Interact. Interact with other users by tweeting @ their handles. Ask them questions, respond to their tweets, 
or tell them if there’s something you think they should know. You can even try tweeting at celebrities or elected 
officials…they might respond!

▶ Use hashtags. See if there are certain hashtags that people who are interested in the same things that you are 
use. When you’re tweeting about those things, use those hashtags so that people can find you. If you have an 
event or are launching a campaign, you can try to promote your own hashtag and get people to use it.

▶ Make sure people know you’re on Twitter. When you have an event or distribute a flyer, make sure to tell 
people your Twitter handle and ask them to follow you.



1101 15th Street, NW 6th Floor       
Washington, DC 20005

www.pfaw.org
www.youngpeoplefor.org

“Public sentiment is everything – he who molds public 
sentiment is greater than he who makes statutes.”  

  Abraham Lincoln


